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Tzu Chi’s Flood Relief in Zimbabwe

Source: Taiwan Buddhist Tzu Chi Foundation
Date: 27 Jan, 2015

Due to the heavy downpours, by the end of 2014, areas in the suburb of Harare,
the capital of Zimbabwe, were flooded. Floodwater led to the collapse of houses
as they were made of mud walls, displacing many flood survivors.

For families who sustained damages, they can only afford to rebuild with recycled
material given by their neighbors and relatives, like plastic bags, cardboards and
white linen sacks. Their shelters are barely enough to protect them from nature
elements not to mention safety and security. Some families are crowded together
in a small living space which does not provide privacy for children and women.

Finding safe drinking water is a major challenge. Besides helping the survivors to
dig wells, Tzu Chi volunteers also educate the survivors to avoid drinking the
surface water. Safe drinking water is provided from the wells that Tzu Chi installed
before the floods.

On 3 Jan. 2015, Tzu Chi volunteers quickly assessed the disaster in the hardest
hit areas while offering mental care and support. Working with the local
government officials for the disaster assessment, we found the following: about
1200 houses in Epworth, 4000 houses in Hopley, 200 houses in Eye-Court and
200 houses in Retreat are completely destroyed.

To help families who have lost their home, Tzu Chi volunteers distributed the
following relief aid to each of the families they visited: one bag of 10 kg rice,
clothes, accessories, and Tzu Chi eco blankets. From 3 Jan. 2015 to 20 Jan. 2015,
a total of 1,200 families had been benefited from Tzu Chi’s aid distribution. Tzu
Chi plans to continue this relief.

Date: 3 Jan – 20 Jan 2015
Location: suburb of , Zimbabwe
Purpose: Flood Relief Distribution
No. of families
Tzu Chi distributed aid to:

1,200

Relief items per family:  Rice
 Tzu Chi eco blankets (*)
 Clothes
 Safe Drinking Water

(*) Each gray eco blanket is made from 68 recycled water PET bottles, equivalent
to reducing 1.7 kg of CO2 emission, and saving 35.4 milliliters of oil and 6 liters of
water. The recycled PET bottles used as the raw materials of blankets are
collected, classified and cleaned by Tzu Chi volunteers in Taiwan. The blankets

http://www.tzuchi.org/global/
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are widely used for global disaster relief mission by Tzu Chi Foundation. As of
2012, Tzu Chi has delivered over 500,000 blankets in nearly 30 countries.

Tzu Chi volunteers visited flood survivors to offer mental care and relief goods
with sincerity and love.

A family of five lives in this shelter that is made of white plastic bags. Tzu Chi
volunteers delivered relief aid with respect.

Tzu Chi volunteers quickly went to distribute relief goods including eco blankets
with respect to help with recovery.
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(Left) A single mother and her kid express their gratitude to Tzu Chi volunteers for
timely distribution of aid and heartwarming care.
(Right) Straws and plastic sheets replace the collapsed roof. The homeowner,
who is blind, was still in the hospital after being injured in the floods. Tzu Chi
volunteers delivered relief aid to his wife and children living in this small and
shattered hut.

(Left) Nowhere else to go, flood
survivors can only rebuild with
whatever simple materials that they
can find even if the house is severely
damaged.

This tent is occupied by a single father and his son, Mugove who is currently 9
years old.
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(Left) The survivor works hard to rebuild his home piece by piece.
(Right) A 15-year-old boy, Malse Mangowa, is always tearful because of a special
condition his eyes suffer. When a Tzu Chi volunteer hugs him to calm his
frightened nerves, this unexpected tender loving care moves him to more tears.

Tzu Chi volunteers in uniform offer relief goods and well wishes to empower
survivors to overcome their ordeal soon. Together, they pray for world peace and
safety.


